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What Is the “Inverter” component?
the Inverter Is an electronIc poWer component that contInuously varIes 
the electrIcIty supply frequency of an electrIc motor.

the continual variation of frequency in turn continuously varies the rotation speed of a motor, according to 
the equation below (valid for markets with a standard frequency of 50hz):

equation (1) shows that the rotation speed of a motor depends on the frequency of the current (hz) 
supplied and its number of poles. for example:
•	 A	motor	supplied	by	an	alternating	electrical	current	(AC)	at	50Hz	and	with	two	poles	has	a	rotation	speed	
(unloaded) of 3,000rpm
•	 A	motor	with	six	poles	(three	pairs	of	poles)	turns	(unloaded)	at	1,000	rpm.

continuous modulation of the motor speed fine-tunes the power supplied by an electrical component and 
adjusts the power to meet an appliance’s requirement at any moment.

according to the laws of similarity applied to rotating operating machines, the power is proportional to the 
cube of its number of revolutions, as indicated in equation (2):

modulating the power to meet the demands of an appliance optimises energy efficiency, delivering 
significant energy savings, thus reducing management costs and minimising the impact on the 
environment.

any inverter is composed of 3 sections (figure 1):
a) rectIfIer transforms the alternating current (ac) into a direct current (Dc)
b) Dc bus acts as a temporary energy reservoir
c) Inverter generates a ‘new’ alternating current (ac) of suitable frequency to meet the power demands of 
an appliance.

equatIon 1

equatIon 2
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the rectIfIer is made of components that transform the current from ‘alternating’ to ‘direct’ and can be of 
different technologies: passive or active. 
•	 Passive	rectifiers	are	diodes
•	 Active	rectifiers	are	Silicon	Controlled	Rectifiers	(SCR)	or	transistors	such	as	Insulated	Gate	Bipolar	
Transistors	(IGBT),	which	allow	the	passage	of	current	only	if	there	is	a	control	signal	through	an	activation	
gate.

In view of the ‘alternating’ nature of the voltage supplied, at least two rectifiers are necessary for every supply 
phase: one allows the passage of current when the supply voltage is positive; the other “opens” when the 
voltage is negative. therefore, in the case of 3-phase supply (l1, l2, l3 in a 50hz network, 3 ph. 400v), the 
rectifier is composed of at least six rectifier elements, creating what is known as a “6-pulse inverter”.

however, some inverters are fitted with a multitude of rectifiers, even as many as four, six or eight for every 
phase. these are known as ‘12 impulse’ (4x3 phases) devices, ‘18 impulse’ (6x3 phases) devices or ‘24 impulse’ 
(8x3 phases) devices.

providing more rectifiers per phase reduces the harmonic disturbances within a network, compared with 
those normally induced by an inverter component.

If	the	Rectifier	is	fitted	with	active	components,	such	as	IGBT	transistors,	then	the	inverter	device	is	known	as	
an active front end Inverter (afe-inverter).

these devices meet the most stringent laws and standards regarding the maximum levels of harmonic 
disturbances that can be induced in a network by the vfD component.

FIGuRe	1:	DIAGRAm	oF	A	“6	-PulSe”	InveRTeR	TyPe
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THe	mAIn	BeneFITS	oF	uSInG	An	InveRTeR
a starter WIth an Inverter has three maIn benefIts:
1) mechanIcal benefIts
2) electrIcal benefIts
3)	eneRGy	eFFICIenCy
4) enD user benefIts

all increase the quality, reliability and energy efficiency of the appliance but, depending on the particular 
appliance, some benefits may be more important than others. 

1. mechanIcal benefIts

It is known that any mechanical component is subjected to maximum stress in the “starting” and “stopping” 
phases, which, for that matter, often involve non-ideal conditions of lubrication of the moving components.

    

a mechanical component is subjected to maximum stress in the ‘starting’ and ‘stopping’ phases, especially in 
non-ideal conditions requiring lubrication of the moving components.

In such scenarios, repeated and frequent starting/stopping cycles of an electric motor - and specifically of a 
compressor - increases wear and can affect reliability over time (figure 2). mechanical wear in these phases 
of transition is in direct proportion to the acceleration of the moving parts. 

an electrical starting system that maintains a constant frequency of electricity supply to the motor (D.o.l., 
y-Δ, solid state soft starter, part Winding starter) subjects the moving parts to maximum acceleration during 
the starting phase of the component. 

In contrast, an inverter uses the continuous frequency change of the supply current as its main control 
variable, thus allowing the acceleration to be modulated gradually. this reduces the effect of poor 
lubrication during the transition stage, as well of the mechanical stresses induced by high starting torque.

FIGuRe	2:	meCHAnICAl	ComPonenTS	In	A	moToR,	AnD/oR	ComPReSSoR,	AFFeCTeD	By	luBRICATIon	ConDITIonS
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2. electrIcal benefIts

the electrical benefits of using an inverter are in three categories:

a) starting current is minimised
b) high value of the motor power factor
c) reduction of total power absorbed in kva at full load.

a)	STARTInG	CuRRenT	IS	mInImISeD
high current absorption, even for only fractions of a second, can cause complications in an electrical 
network, including a drop in voltage and disturbance of sensitive electronic components. sometimes an 
electrical panel’s magnetic protection can even cause a motor to switch off immediately, because of the 
magnetic-thermal overload.

the value of the starting current of an electric motor is usually evaluated as a percentage of its full load 
ampere (fla) value.

the starting solutions for electric motors are mainly: D.o.l., y-Δ, soft starter, part Winding, autotransformer 
and Inverter.

of these, only an inverter can vary the input frequency of an electric motor, while all the others act 
exclusively on the value of the voltage. this is their main limitation in minimising the starting current. 
table 1 compares the starting current values, as percentages of the fla, guaranteed by the various starting 
solutions listed above.

When an inverter - sometime referred to as variable frequency Driver (vfD), controls a compressor motor, 
there is no current inrush during compressor starting. 

In the example of an inverter chiller equipped with more compressors: when the first compressor starts 
the unit, in-rush current is equal to only a few amperes. When another compressor starts, the unit in-rush 
current is never higher than the running amperage of the electrical motors already working. so for instance 
in a refrigerant compressor equipped with a 180 kW electrical motor, the y-Δ in-rush current is more or less 
700 a; but with an inverter it is equivalent to the stand-by current (which is basically zero).

table 1
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b)	HIGH	vAlue	oF	THe	PoweR	FACToR	(PF)
any electric motor that creates and maintains a rotating magnetic field inside the motor absorbs two 
distinct powers:

•	ACTIve	power,	measured	in	kw	and	used	to	supply	mechanical	work
•	ReACTIve	power,	measured	in	kvar (kilovolt-ampere-reactance) which creates the internal magnetic field.

the “vector sum” of these two powers is called total power and is measured in kva (kilovolt-amperes), 
where a indicates the total and effective current absorbed by the motor. this is used to calculate the cross-
section of the power conductors to be installed.

the ratio between the actIve (kW) power and the total (kva) power, as indicated in the equation (3), is 
called the power factor (pf).

   
an electric motor necessarily absorbs reactIve power to sustain the magnetic field inside the motor. With 
reference to the actIve quota absorbed (kW), the smaller the effective load of the motor, the more reactive 
power it tends to absorb.

In other words, the power factor of an electric motor decreases as its load level decreases, reaching values 
considerably lower than pf = 0.6 under minimum load conditions.

an increase in the reactive power absorbed is not advantageous in any case because:
•	 An	increase	in	the	effective	current	absorbed	is	associated	with	greater	resistance	losses	(Joule	effect)
•	 A	larger	cross-section	of	transformers	and	power	wires	is	required
•	 There	is	a	risk	of	incurring	economic	sanctions	from	electricity	suppliers,	which	normally	require	power	
factor values of no less than 0.85-0.9 at the supply node.

on the other hand, the installation of an inverter - which contains a Dc bus section including the 
condensers (capacitive effect) in any load condition - ensures a power factor of 0.95-0.97 (figure 4). an 
electric motor with an inverter always has a higher re-phasing value than one without an inverter but is 
equipped with an external battery of re-phasing condensers.

FIGuRe	3:	THe	veCToR	TRIAnGle	oF	THe	PoweRS	(ACTIve,	ReACTIve,	ToTAl)

equatIon 3
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the reduced power factor of an electric motor and the decreased load issued (which tends to be opposite in 
the same motor equipped with an inverter) highlights the following:
1. the risk of incurring penalties from the electricity supplier because of non-compliance with re-phasing 
conditions at the supply point
2. the frequent need to install an external battery of load re-phasing condensers
3. the constantly higher absorption of electricity (a) by the motor, while providing the same output of active 
power (kW). this causes greater energy consumption and higher annual costs, due to resistance losses in the 
electrical conductors.

When comparing the technical and economic advantages of selecting a refrigerator either with or without 
an inverter, the need to install an external battery of load re-phasing conditioners and the mechanical 
benefits already mentioned should be taken into account. 

If choosing a standard version without an inverter, the additional purchase of re-phasing condensers and 
soft-starter options will increase the overall price of the standard version. In fact the re-phasing condensers 
and soft-starter options cost around 7-8% of an entire standard unit without an inverter. this dramatically 
reduces the price differential between the two solutions, which each offer a comparable technical and 
commercial solution.

however, the observation in point 3 above can be economically quantified. 

by comparing the electrical absorption of an eWaD-c-Xs/Xl/Xr and of an eWaD-cZXs/Xl/Xr during a full 
cooling season - i.e. distributed over various loads according to the known seasonal energy efficiency ratio 
(eseer) - it is easy to demonstrate the economic benefits of the eWaD-cZ with an inverter. 

more than 40% energy savings can be made, thanks to dispersion of electric kWh from lower electrical 
resistance	to	transmission	(the	Joule	effect).	This	delivers	major	savings	in	annual	energy	management	costs	
of the refrigerator.

FIGuRe	4:		ComPARISon	oF	THe	PoweR	FACToR	BeTween	A	moToR	wITH	AnD	A	moToR	wITHouT	An	InveRTeR	(400	v)

FIGuRe	5:	InveRTeR	ComPonenT	IS	A	SuBSTITuTe	oF	“SoFT	STARTeR”	AnD	“Re-PHASInG	CAPACIToRS	PAnel”	

Inv e r t e r
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c) reDuctIon of total poWer absorbeD In kva at full loaD
because the inverter always maintains a higher power factor in the electric motor compared with the 
effective active power absorbed, the current absorption is minimised, both at partial motor load and also at 
nominal load conditions (100%).

a direct comparison between the eWaD-cZ units and standard units without power factor correction, 
allows these advantages to be quantified.

table 2 shows:
•	 The	higher	absorption	of	active	power	(kw)	at	full	load	by	the	ewAD-CZ	unit	for	the	known	loss	of	
efficiency caused by the presence of the power component
•	 A	reduction	in	the	nominal	current	for	the	chiller	equipped	with	an	inverter
•	 A	reduction	in	the	value	of	current	to	be	considered	when	deciding	the	cross-section	of	power	wires	for	
the electrical installation of the unit.

the decrease in the nominal current for normal functioning also reduces, by the same percentage, the total 
power absorbed by the refrigerator. this is quantified, in the case of three-phase load, by equation (4).

this benefit is of even greater importance in installations where it is not possible to request increased power 
supply - perhaps because of the transmission saturation of the local electricity grid.

In renovation or retrofit projects where old installations have become obsolete, this makes it feasible to 
provide a refrigerator with the same cooling capacity as the previous unit, but which requires reduced total 
power demand. this may free up capacity to install additional appliances at the same supply node, yet 
without exceeding the fixed quota for maximum power usage. a very efficient chiller with high power factor 
(eWaD-cZ) may even allow the engineer to increase the cooling capacity available, while keeping the same 
current absorption.

EWAD760C-XS EWADC10C-XS

EWADC16CZXSEWADC13CZXSEWADC10CZXSEWAD740CZXS

EWADC16C-XSEWADC13C-XStable 2

equatIon 4
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When selecting the cross section of power lines to be installed, less total available current is required, so 
concrete savings can be made in the cabling installation costs of the refrigerator.

example
for a refrigerator of approximately 1,310kW, assuming a maximum voltage loss of 5% compared with the 
nominal 400v and a distance of about 100m between the refrigerator’s power panel and the low voltage 
cabin:
•	 The	unit	without	an	inverter	would	require	three	conductors,	each	with	a	section	of	300	mm²
•	 The	unit	with	an	inverter	would	require	three	conductors	with	a	section	of	240	mm²	

choosing a unit with an inverter would deliver a saving of around 20% on the electrical installation costs of 
the refrigerator.

consider an existing installation of a chiller r-407c with eer 2.8 at full load (eurovent condition, therefore 
with ‘class c’ energy classification) with limited ampere absorption, due to the existing size of the main 
transformer located in the electrical substation. however, if the building needs at least 30% additional 
cooling capacity to fulfil increasing hvac or process cooling requirements, a high efficiency inverter chiller 
can satisfy these, thanks both to its extremely high eer value and the power factor of electricity utilisation 
always being a little below one.

to replace an existing ‘class c’ chiller, with a power factor of 0.8 at full load, while keeping the same ampere 
absorption (fig 6):
•	 A	typical	modern	chiller	(R-134a	and	‘Class	A’	eurovent)	can	increase	the	cooling	capacity	by	only	25%
•	 An	innovative	ewAD-CZ	(R-134a	and	‘Class	A’	eurovent)	can	produce	up	to	50%	more	cooling	capacity.

FIGuRe	6:		eXAmPle	oF	A	RevAmPInG	APPlICATIon	oF	An	eXISTInG	PlAnT	THAT	neeD	moRe	CoolInG	CAPACITy
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3.	eneRGy	eFFICIenCy

undoubtedly, one of the main benefits of an inverter controlled device such as a fan, pump or compressor is 
the significant annual energy savings achieved.

continuous variation in the rotation speed of the electric motor fine-tunes the power supplied by the 
component activated by the motor, adjusting it to the effective load demand.

the modulation of the electric motor speed reduces the capacity supplied by the activated mechanical 
component, such as the chiller’s compressor, and delivers high energy efficiency throughout all load 
variations (0-100%), especially when compared with mechanical adjustment systems, such as slide control 
valves, or the fixed bypass orifices activated by solenoid valves.

the annual energy savings that can be achieved when operating an inverter controlled appliance often 
quickly repay the additional investment.

however, it must be noted that the extent of the energy and cost savings depend on the specific price of the 
electricity per kWh and, above all, the average functioning rate of the mechanical device analysed.

for example, the continuous functioning of an inverter at almost full load for most of the year will not 
deliver the same economic savings that can be easily obtained in an appliance which functions at an 
average annual load considerably below the maximum.

for this reason, it is always advisable to carry out an energy analysis (even a simplified version) of the 
functioning of the appliance that could be fitted with an inverter, to check the benefits of using such a 
device in that particular appliance.

FIGuRe	7:		ComPARISon	ComPReSSoR	eFFICIenCy	
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4. enD user benefIts

comfort: Inverter-controlled air conditioning systems continuously adjust their cooling and heating output 
to suit the temperature in the room, thus improving comfort levels. the inverter reduces system start-up 
time, so the required room temperature is reached more quickly. as soon as the correct temperature is 
reached, the inverter ensures that it is constantly maintained.

energy efficiency: Inverter-controlled products run most efficiently at partial loads, resulting in lower energy 
consumption than other systems as they only need the power necessary to match the load. this results in 
reduced annual energy consumption. an inverter controlled air conditioning system, for example, monitors 
and adjusts the ambient temperature whenever needed, so energy consumption drops by 30% compared 
with a traditional on/off system.

cost savings: lower energy consumption delivers cost savings and can also reduce the impact of rising 
energy prices on their bottom line.

reduced carbon emissions: by improving efficiency, companies can benefit from significant carbon savings.

Intelligent controls maximise benefits: Daikin control units provide absolute control of a system and can 
be integrated easily with communication modules to provide end-users with a total management solution. 
these units offer a simple, user-friendly set of controls that allow programming and monitoring every 
aspect of a system’s operation, providing a long-term record for use by maintenance engineers. Intelligent 
controls reduce usage and improve energy efficiency.
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Daikin products are distributed by:

Daikin’s unique position as a manufacturer of air 
conditioning equipment, compressors and refrigerants 
has led to its close involvement in environmental 
issues. for several years Daikin has had the intention to 
become a leader in the provision of products that have 
limited impact on the environment. this challenge 
demands the eco design and development of a 
wide range of products and an energy management 
system, resulting in energy conservation and a 
reduction of waste. 
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the present leaflet is drawn up by way of information only and does not 
constitute an offer binding upon Daikin europe n.v.. Daikin europe n.v. 
has compiled the content of this leaflet to the best of its knowledge. 
no express or implied warranty is given for the completeness, accuracy, 
reliability or fitness for particular purpose of its content and the 
products and services presented therein. specifications are subject 
to change without prior notice. Daikin europe n.v. explicitly rejects 
any liability for any direct or indirect damage, in the broadest sense, 
arising from or related to the use and/or interpretation of this leaflet.  
all content is copyrighted by Daikin europe n.v.

Daikin europe n.v. participates in the 
eurovent certification programme for 
air conditioners (ac), liquid chilling 
packages (lcp) and fan coil units (fcu), 
check ongoing validity of certificate online: 
www.eurovent-certification.com or using:  
www.certiflash.com


